You are international student & you always wondered how to make German friends?

You want to get in contact with Germans? But you don’t know how?

The ISGS Workshop: “How to make German friends” can offer concrete help!

Date: Monday, May 14, 2018, 10:00am - 05:00pm
Place: ISGS Center (Building 39)
Language: English & German
Participants: Graduate Students, PhD candidates etc.
Registration: Registration only in person (by May 09) at ISGS Bld.47/R. 616 (First come, first served)
Participation Fee: 2 EUR (to be paid at ISGS Bld.47/R. 616)

The interactive & participant-focused workshop will
- highlight typical difficulties regarding the challenge to integrate socially in Germany while mastering your studies
- will give practical hints how to successfully overcome them
- focus on related topics such as:
  - Culture & its impact on our expectations, behavior & values
  - Concepts of friendship: inside & outside of Germany
  - Stumbling blocks in intercultural communication & above all:
    - How does friendship work in Germany?
    - Tips & strategies to form friendships with Germans

Your Trainer: Marina Reuchlen
- Professional Coach & Certified Trainer for Intercultural Competence with more than 15 years of consulting & training expertise, acquired in 10 different countries by working with participants from more than 30 cultures
- Founder & Managing Director of CROSSING CULTURES: a provider of high-quality intercultural consulting & training services in the field of intercultural competence (cultural awareness, cultural opening & internationalization, utilization of cultural diversity in international project teams, cross-border mergers etc.)
- www.crossingcultures.eu clients: Adidas, Amazon, BASF, Boeing, Bosch, MAN, Microsoft, SAP, Schaeffler etc.